Abstract-An application security has two primary goals: first, it is intended to prevent unauthorised personnel from accessing information at higher classification than their authorisation. Second, it is intended to prevent personnel from declassifying information. Using an object oriented approach to implementing application security results not only with the problem of code scattering and code tangling, but also results in weaker enforcement of security. This weaker enforcement of security could be due to the inherent design of the system or due to a programming error. Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) complements ObjectOriented Programming (OOP) by providing another way of thinking about program structure. The key unit of modularity in OOP is the class, whereas in AOP the unit of modularity is the aspect. The goal of the paper is to present that Aspect Oriented Programming AspectJ integrated with Spring AOP provides very powerful mechanisms for stronger enforcement of security.Aspectoriented programming (AOP) allows weaving a security aspect into an application providing additional security functionality or introducing completely new security mechanisms.Implementation of security with AOP is a flexible method to develop separated, extensible and reusable pieces of code called aspects.In this comparative study paper, we argue that Spring AOP provides stronger enforcement of security than AspectJ.We have shown both Spring AOP and AspectJ strive to provide a comprehensive AOP solutions and complements each other.
INTRODUCTION
omputer security is a science concerned with the control of risks related to computer use.The accelerating trends of interconnectedness, extensibility and complexity are increasing the threat of such a risk [1] . Application security hardening becomes a priority and one of the fastest growing fields in IT market today. The main goal of application security hardening is to reinforce the application security and therefore to minimize the likelihood of violating security properties.A legitimate question that one could ask is: "What is the most appropriate computation style or programming paradigm for security hardening?" A natural answer is to resort to an aspect oriented language. This answer is justified by the fact that aspect oriented languages have been created to deal with the separation of concerns. This is exactly what a security engineer needs when hardening an application. Security engineer would like to inject and strengthen security without digging in the logic of the application/middleware.
Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) [2] has been proposed as a way to improve modularity of software systems by allowing encapsulation of crosscutting concerns. Crosscutting concerns generally refer to non functional properties of software such as security, synchronization, logging, etc. When programmed, these crosscutting concerns result in tangled and scattered code. In this paper, we address the stronger enforcement of security of AspectJ comes with new concepts and constructs such as: join points, pointcuts, and advices [10] .A join point is a point in the control flow graph of an application such as method call, object construction, or field access.A pointcut is a concept that classifies join points in the same way a type classifies values. Accordingly, AspectJ defines various pointcut constructors to designate various join points. An advice is a code fragment executed when join points satisfying its pointcut are reached. This execution can be done before, after, or around a specific join point.
Spring introduces a simpler and more powerful way of writing custom aspects using either a schema-based approach or the @AspectJ annotation style. Both of these styles offer fully typed advice and use of the AspectJ pointcut language, while still using Spring AOP for weaving. The spring supports schema and @AspectJ-based AOP. Spring AOP [3] remains fully backwards compatible with Spring AOP and the lower-level AOP support offered by the Spring APIs of earlier version. AOP is used in the Spring Framework to  provide declarative enterprise services, especially as a replacement for EJB declarative services. The most important such service is declarative transaction management and  allow users to implement custom aspects, complementing their use of OOP with AOP. In this paper, we present a comparative study whether AspectJ alone enough and/or there is usefulness of Spring AOP for stronger enforcement of security in application development. The remainder of this paper is structured in the following way.The security requirements in enterprise applications is discussed section 2 and section 3 deals with the AspectJ & Spring AOP features for security perspectives, section 4 discuss the implementation of access control and section 5 deals with comparision of AOP AspectJ and Spring AOP security features and their usefulness from a security point of view.
SECURITY REQUIREMENTS OF ENTER-PRISE APPLICATIONS
Security is an important consideration in modern, highly connected software systems.Most applications need to expose functionality through multiple interfaces to allow access to the business data and make complex integration possible. But they need to do so in a secured manner. It isn't a surprise that most enterprises spend substantial time, energy, and money to secure applications. Security is a very important issue in enterprise class information systems, especially in portal/Internet applications. It is related to a possibly huge quantity of sensitive resources in the system and potentially unlimited users access to the application. A violation of security may cause catastrophic consequences for organizations whose security critical information may be disclosed without authorization, altered, lost, or destroyed. There are many standards of security functionality requirements for applications [6] , [7] , [8] , [21] . The most important security functions are:  Identification and authentication: the process of establishing and verifying the claimed identity of user,  Access control: the prevention of unauthorized use of a resource, including the prevention of use of a resource in an unauthorized manner,  Accountability: the property that ensures that the actions of an entity may be traced uniquely to the entity,  Audit: an independent review and examination of system records and activities in order to test for adequacy of system controls, to ensure compliance with established policy and operational procedures, and to recommend any indicated changes in control, policy, and procedures. In this paper, we focus on authentication and access control functions of security.
AOP-ASPECTJ AND SPRING AOP SECURITY

Aspect Oriented Programming
Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) is the invention of a programming paradigm developed by the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (Xerox PARC) in the 20th century [14] , [15] .It allows developers to separate tasks that should not be entangled with the crosscutting concerns, so as to provide better procedures for the encapsulation and interoperability.The core thought of AOP is to makes a complex system as combinations by a number of concerns to achieve. After demand researched, the concerns are divided into two parts: crosscutting concerns and core business concerns. Core business concern is the needs of the business logic and associated business subsystems, such as financial systems, personnel systems. And crosscutting concern is the needs of the various subsystems business, may be involved in some of the public functions, such as log records, security and so on.
AspectJ and Spring AOP
AspectJ and Spring AOP concepts are:  Aspect: A modularization of a concern that cuts across multiple objects.  Join point: A point during the execution of a program, such as the execution of a method or the handling of an exception. In Spring AOP, a join point always represents a method execution. Join point information is available in advice bodies by declaring org.aspectj.lang.JoinPoint parameter type.  Advice: Action taken by an aspect at a particular join point. Different types of advice include ʺaround,ʺ ʺbeforeʺ and ʺafterʺ advice. Many AOP frameworks, including Spring, model an advice as an interceptor, maintaining a chain of interceptors "aroundʺ the join point.  Pointcut: A predicate that matches join points.
Advice is associated with a pointcut expression and runs at any join point matched by the pointcut (for example, the execution of a method with a certain name).The concept of join points as matched by pointcut expressions is central to AOP.Spring uses the AspectJ pointcut language by default.  Introduction: Also known as an inter-type declaration.Declaring additional methods or fields on behalf of a type. Spring AOP allows introducing new interfaces and a corresponding implementation to any proxied object.  Target object: Object being advised by one or more aspects. Also referred to as the advised object. Since Spring AOP is implemented using runtime proxies, this object will always be a proxied object.  Weaving: Linking aspects with other application types or objects to create an advised object. This can be done at compile time (using the AspectJ compiler, for example), load time, or at runtime. Spring AOP, like other pure Java AOP frameworks, performs weaving at runtime. Different advice types include:  Around advice: Advice that surrounds a joinpoint such as a method invocation. This is the most powerful kind of advice. Around advices will perform custom behavior before and after the method invocation.They are responsible for choosing whether to proceed to the joinpoint or to JOURNAL OF COMPUTING, VOLUME 2, ISSUE 6, JUNE 2010, ISSN 2151-9617 HTTPS://SITES.GOOGLE.COM/SITE/JOURNALOFCOMPUTING/ WWW.JOURNALOFCOMPUTING.ORG 101
shortcut executing by returning their own return value or throwing an exception.
 Before advice: Advice that executes before a joinpoint, but which does not have the ability to prevent execution flow proceeding to the joinpoint unless it throws an exception.
 Throws advice: Advice to be executed if a method throws an exception.Spring provides strongly typed throws advice, so it is possible to write code that catches the exception (and subclasses) ,without needing to cast from Throwable or Exception.
 After returning advice: Advice to be executed after a joinpoint completes normally i.e., if a method returns without throwing an exception. Around advice is the most general kind of advice. Most interception-based AOP frameworks, such as Nanning Aspects, provide only around advice. As spring, like AspectJ, provides a full range of advice types.The pointcut concept is the key to AOP, distinguishing AOP from older technologies offering interception.Pointcuts enable advice to be targeted independently of the OO hierarchy and also pointcuts provide the structural element of AOP.
AspectJ has a comprehensive and expressive pointcut specification language that allows specifying particular points in the control flow of the program where advices are to be applied. All of them are important from a security standpoint . Table 1 shows the usefulness of the AspectJ pointcuts according to the security target. Although AspectJ supports those efficient and useful pointcut designators for security hardening, they are not enough to express all the security hardening practices. Indeed, the following possible extensions to AspectJ are identified for security hardening:
 Dataflow pointcut.  Predicted control flow pointcut.  Loop pointcut.  Wildcard for pattern matching.  Modifiers in type pattern syntax.  Pointcuts for getting and setting local variables.  Synchronized block join points.
The detailed discussion about the suggested extensions available in [4] , [5] , [10] , [12] , [13] , [18] .
Spring AOP and Security 3.3.1 Spring AOP
In Spring AOP aspects are nothing more than regular spring beans, which themselves are plain-old Java objects (POJO) registered suitably with the Spring Inversion of Control container. The core advantage in using Spring AOP is its ability to realize the aspect as a plain Java class. In Spring AOP, a join point exclusively pertains to method execution only, which could be viewed as a limitation of Spring AOP. However, in reality, it is enough to handle most common cases of implementing crosscutting concern. Spring AOP uses the AspectJ pointcut expression syntax [3] , [9] , [11] 
Spring Security
Spring security began in late 2003 as "The Acegi Security System for Spring", Acegi Security became an official Spring Portfolio project towards the end of 2007 and was rebranded as "Spring Security" [17] .Spring Security (formerly known as Acegi) along with AOP can simplify the implementation of the classic crosscutting concern of stronger enforcement of security in an application. Enterprise applications need to address many crosscutting functionalities: transaction management, security, auditing, service-level agreement, monitoring, concurrency control, improving application availability, error handling, and so on. Many enterprise applications use AOP to implement these functionalities. All the examples in given here are based on real-world problems and their AOP solutions.Virtually every project that uses Spring uses AOP [9] .Many applications start with prewritten aspects supplied with Spring (primarily transaction management and security).But due to the AspectJ syntax, writing custom aspects is becoming a common task. After reaching the limits of Spring AOP, many applications move toward AspectJ weaving. The typical trigger point for this change is crosscutting of domain objects or other forms of deeper crosscutting functionalities.At that time, it's common to start with the AspectJ syntax (which is used with Spring's proxy-based AOP) along with the load-time weaver. However, applications that don't use spring often use AspectJ weaving from the beginning.
Spring security along with AOP can simplify the implementation of the classic crosscutting concern of securing enterprise application.The security aspect needs to do two things, firstly select join points that need authentication or authorization and then advise the selected join points to perform authentication and authorization as shown in Listing 1.
The interesting piece of code is the computation of the security attributes. In the conventional technique, each method creates a separate security attribute object. In an AOP solution, the same advice applies to all advised join points, yet each join point may require a different attribute.Therefore, the advice may need some cooperation from the advised code or some external configuration JOURNAL OF COMPUTING, VOLUME 2, ISSUE 6, JUNE 2010, ISSN 2151-9617 HTTPS://SITES.GOOGLE.COM/SITE/JOURNALOFCOMPUTING/ WWW.JOURNALOFCOMPUTING.ORG 102
to compute a correct attribute at each join point. One way to achieve this collaboration is to use annotations and also security aspects can be applied using either the proxybased or byte-code based AOP. The security aspect acts as a controller that mediates between the core system and the security subsystem.
Security requirements vary widely, and many implementations exist to meet these needs [20] , [21] . For example, an authentication requirement may vary from simple web-based authentication to a single sign-on solution.Storage for credentials (such as passwords) and authorities (typically roles such as ADMIN or USER) varies widely as well from a simple text file to a database or Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP).These variations make the already complex topic of security even more so. The increased complexity warrants raising the level of abstraction. But creating such an abstraction is very complex task. This is where Spring Security comes into play [16] . By providing an abstraction layer and an implementation for most commonly used security systems. Furthermore, Spring Security provides ready-made solutions for a few common scenarios that allow implementing certain security requirements by including just a few lines of configuration.
ACCESS CONTROL TECHNIQUES IN SPRING AOP
Access control is a server-side mechanism.After invokeng a method the decision has to be made whether the method is allowed to be executed or not [20] . Authentication is a process that verifies that the user (human or machine) is indeed whom they claim to be. For example, the system may challenge the user with a username and password. When the user enters that information, the system verifies it against the stored credentials. Spring Security supports authentication using a wide range of authentication schemes such as basic, forms, database, LDAP, JAAS, and single sign-on. It can also be roll its own authentication to support the specific scheme that the organization is using (and still utilize the rest of the framework, including authorization).After the user credentials have been authenticated, the authenticated user (known as the principal) is stored in the security context. Figure 1 show the overall structure used in Spring Security for authentication.
Authorization is a process that establishes whether an authenticated user has sufficient privileges to access certain resources. For example, only users with the admin privilege may access certain web pages or invoke certain business methods. Spring Security provides role-based and object-level authorization. To accommodate potentially complex custom requirements, it provides several components that can customize. Figure 2 depicts the authorization sequence.
Implementing security using proxy based Spring AOP shown in Figure 3 .Because of similarities due to the common use of AOP as the underlying mechanism. Spring AOP creates a proxy around the service beans, and the security advice ensures authorized access. Spring AOP works only with spring beans.
Spring Security prebuilt solutions
Spring Security provides ready-made solutions that enable developers to secure applications with a few lines of configuration. These solutions target different parts of application: web, service layer, and domain objects.
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Web security
Securing web applications is a common task, therefore, Spring Security provides special support for this scenario.
With namespace-based configuration, a few lines can configure URL level security that ensures that the user has the right authority to access the URLs.
For example, the following spring configuration provides authentication using a default login page and ensures that any URLs that end with "delete.htm" are accessible only by users with the ADMIN role. Other URLs are accessed only by users with the USER role.
The declaration of user service to provide username/password Typically, firstly start with a simple snippet as shown in listings 2, modify various attributes, and add additional elements to tailor to the specific needs.
Service Level Security
Because most enterprise applications utilize a service layer as the exclusive way of accessing business functionality, it makes sense to secure this layer. Spring Security provides prebuilt aspects along with namespace-based configuration support to secure the service layer with minimal code. It offers two options to specify the accesscontrol information: through the XML-based configuration and through annotations.
IMPLEMENTATION OF SECURITY
Implementaion of Authentication
To implement security , 3 rd party example is used which is party implemented using Acegi. Acegi [17] is a popular and flexible security framework that can be used in enterprise applications.Acegi integrates well with spring and uses spring application contexts for all configurations. Using Acegi Security greatly simplifies implementing authorization in application in a flexible manner. To implement, start with POJO class that will implement the security concern as a Spring AOP [3] , [9] , [16] aspect and the implementation of method checkSecurity (…) (as shown in Listing 3) involves using Acegi APIs and classes such as SecurityContextHolder for retrieving the authenticated user and the user's role. Using the user and his role, an application-specific authorization can be implemented.
The important thing to note here is that the entire authorization check lies in a separate aspect (POJO class), which is distinct from the business logic code.This security aspect can be effectively applied to business logic method using the following spring configuration.Firstly, register the regular Java class SecurityAspect with spring as a spring bean and then, specify the pointcut and advice:
 The pointcut expression is execution (*com.myorg.springaop.examples.MyService*.*(..) )  The advice type is "around," and the aspect method name is checkSecurity. The spring configuration (as shown in Listing 4) for the security aspect, Additionally, a spring configuration is needed for configuring Acegi with spring. The configuration uses an inmemory data access object (DAO) provider, in which case, the developer specifies the potential users and roles in the application as simple name-value pairs, as a part of the static spring configuration file. This can easily be inferred from the following spring configuration (as shown in Listing 5):
Case Study: AspectJ and Spring AOP Integration
Spring's proxy-based AOP framework is well suited for handling many generic middleware and application specific problems. However, there are times when a more powerful AOP solution is required: for example, if programmer needs to add additional fields to a class, or advise fine-grained objects that are not created by the Spring IoC container, in that situation Aspectj is best alternative. Also spring provides a powerful integration with AspectJ.The most important part of the Spring/AspectJ integration allows spring to configure AspectJ aspects using Dependency Injection. This brings similar benefits to aspects as to objects.
 There is no need for aspects to use ad hoc configuration mechanisms; they can be configured in the same, consistent, approach used for the entire application.
 Aspects can depend on application objects. For example, a security aspect can depend on a security manager.
 It's possible to obtain a reference to an aspect through the relevant spring context. This can allow for dynamic reconfiguration of the aspect. AspectJ aspects can expose JavaBean properties for Setter Injection, and even implement spring lifecycle interfaces such as BeanFactoryAware.In most cases, AspectJ aspects are singletons, with one instance per class loader. This single instance is responsible for advising multiple object instances.A Spring IoC container cannot instantiate an aspect, as aspects don't have callable constructors. But it can obtain a reference to an aspect using the static aspectOf() method that AspectJ defines for all aspects, and it can inject dependencies into that aspect.
Consider a security aspect, which depends on a security manager. This aspects applies to all changes in the value of the balance instance variable in the Account class.It couldn't do in case of using Spring AOP.The AspectJ code for the aspect (one of the Spring/AspectJ samples), is shown below (Listing 6) This aspect can be configuring in the same way as an ordinary class.
Developer doesn't need to do anything in spring configuration to target this aspect. It contains the pointcut information in AspectJ code that controls where it applies. Thus it can apply even to objects not managed by the Spring IoC container.Using AspectJ pointcuts to target spring advice, we plan to provide the ability for AspectJ pointcut expressions to be used in Spring XML or other
